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Abstract This article discusses management accounting for contractual strategic alliances. When two

companies lack the enough managerial resources to individually implement their own objectives
perfectly, strategic alliances are adopted. Each company provides its own resources and conducts
the business affairs in partnership to achieve both objectives at the same time. There are two
characteristics of strategic alliances. The first characteristic of strategic alliances is that there is not
a master and servant relationship between two companies. So one company's objectives do not
have any priority over the other's objectives. Moreover, strategic alliances do not allow one
company to pursue profits at the expense of the partner. The second characteristics is that the
negotiation process is significant. The decision making process of strategic alliances is divided into
five steps. This article discusses management accounting problems of the fifth step. In this step,
companies negotiate the contents of strategic alliances. Profits will be divided according to the rate
of managerial resources provided by each company. Therefore, the most important management
accounting information is one which is associated with the allocation of managerial resources. I
discuss the following four problems. (1)Decision making when the managerial resources are
qualitative (2) The influence of corporate expenses on decision making (3) Disclosure of the
premise of management accounting information (4) Possibility of changes of capacity costsv
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